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introduction
Welcome to this edition of the Concord newsletter. As we move into the summer season, this 

edition brings hints and flavours of the abundance of this time of year. We bring a flavour of 
seasonal abundance in food through the sharing of recipes and experiences in the Concord 

kitchen. We are reminded of the intention and stand in wholefood cooking at Concord through Jean 
Torné’s introduction to the new Mastery of Wholefood and Macrobiotic Cooking course. 

With abundance in mind, members of the Concord community also review the recent community 
meeting, looking to our gateway iEvolve programme, and bringing abundance to our community and 
our being.

In this edition, we share an article from Guilhem Morera describing the mysterious wonder of the 
Carnac stones and the experience of Tensegrity. We also offer reviews of programmes such as JumpStart 
and Basic Alchemy, and some truly inspiring photography and poetry.

Any meaningful task has challenges to be negotiated, yet as the contributions for this newsletter have 
come in it has been a privilege to witness the abundant creativity they represent. It is an honour to 
bring these contributions together and share them, as a gift from ourselves to ourselves and others.

editor

ANNA HALSALL
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BY JEAN TORNÉ

Mastery of Wholefood
and Macrobiotic Cooking

An Introduction
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Today we have access to such a vast array 
of information about whole, healthy, natu-
ral foods that it becomes confusing, over-

whelming. The list seems endless: vegan, vegetar-
ian, macrobiotic, raw food diets and all the other 
elements: super foods, smoothies, free radicals, an-
ti-oxidants, good and bad fats, gluten free… If we 
let ourselves be guided or controlled by this flood 
of often controversial “truths” it is almost impossi-
ble to see clearly or to choose. If we do not learn to 
distinguish what is valid and works for ourselves, 
how can we help and support others to make the 
right choices in terms of food and nutrition?

So many factors are at play that we cannot opt for 
the ultimate diet, the perfect food which will re-
solve for once and for all our relationship with food 
and give us the super health we are promised in 
every magazine or on the internet. Today, we have 
to learn to listen to our bodies and to ourselves in 
order to choose the foods that will work for us. We 
also have to be able to do so for others if we cook 
for them.

In conceiving the Mastery of Wholefood and Mac-
robiotic Cooking course, starting this October, I 
was aware of these contradictions and intended 
to teach cooking from a more integral approach. 
We need to learn, develop, and master cooking 
techniques, to become familiar with the foods we 
choose to prepare and transform through cooking; 
we need to care about how these foods have been 
produced, their origin, and we need to take into 
consideration our lives and circumstances.

Within the course I intend to clearly provide tools 
and resources to enable participants not only to be-

come proficient in cooking, but to acquire an in-
tegral perspective. This perspective applies both in 
choosing foods and cooking techniques to prepare 
meals which nourish the whole being, not limit-
ing nourishment to the body or to a health only 
perspective. We will explore all diets, approaches, 
and foods, examining their values and seeing how 
we can use and develop many of their findings and 
properties without rejecting anything arbitrarily.

I also strongly believe that to be a good cook one 
has to cultivate a spirit or a philosophy of apprecia-
tion and gratitude, without which one cannot be 
really of service in the kitchen. The act of cooking 
is not only a matter of what and how, but in equal 
importance of who: who is the cook, who is the one 
who is Being Cooking?

For true nourishment, for real health, we cannot re-
place the cook with a machine, the foods by a list of 
ingredients to be correctly combined and prepared. 
We need to be able to add another dimension to the 
meals we prepare, which is not technical, scientific, 
or repeatable but which is a sensitivity, an invisible 
ingredient we cannot find in any cooking book or 
market stall.

I take a stand that the Mastery of Wholefood and 
Macrobiotic Cooking course will unlock this invis-
ible ingredient in each participant.

Full details of the Mastery of Wholefood and Macro-
biotic Cooking course can be found online at:
http://www.concordinstitute.com/mastery-of-cook-
ing-programme/

7

Concord Institute is proud to announce a professional training course that aims to promote 
expertise and mastery in wholefood and macrobiotic cooking. It will be called the Mastery 
of Wholefood and Macrobiotic Cooking course.

The course will be a one-year in-depth study of wholefood and macrobiotic cooking under 
the tutelage of Jean Torné, world-renowned master wholefood chef and cooking instructor. 
Here Jean explains his approach to the course, and the intention he brings to it.

http://www.concordinstitute.com/mastery-of-cooking-programme/
http://www.concordinstitute.com/mastery-of-cooking-programme/
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Ingredients

• 1 fennel bulb
• 5 or 6 spring onions
• 1 bundle asparagus
• olive oil
• salt
• 2 cloves garlic
• 1 small piece of ginger (2 cm)

Preparation

Peel the asparagus, removing the hard and woody 
parts and wash them well.
Cut the tips in 5-7 cm lengths and the rest in half 
lengthwise diagonally in 5 cm pieces.
Slice the fennel lengthwise, about the same size 
as the asparagus.
Do the same with the spring onions.
Cut the ginger in very small cubes and chop the 

garlic finely after removing any green germ in-
side.
Heat a very large skillet or a wok with 2 table-
spoons of olive oil. You may replace the oil by a 
small amount of stock.
Add the fennel, stir a few seconds, add the on-
ions, stir well and add the asparagus. Add a small 
amount of salt.
Stir well until cooked through, The cooking time 
will vary depending on the thickness of the veg-
etables or the vegetables themselves.
If necessary, add a small amount of stock and cov-
er for 2 – 3 minutes.
Once the vegetables are tender add the garlic and 
the ginger, stir for one minute, drizzle a small 
amount of soya sauce and serve.
If you have been using vegetable stock to start 
with, you may drizzle a little olive oil at the end.

You may transform this simple dish by tossing in 
a few rocket leaves and serve over lightly toasted 
slices of spelt bread, with a goat cheese spread.

Later in the season, you can replace the asparagus 
with fresh (blanched) peas.

Summer Cooking
recipes from Jean Torné

“The summer is a season of abundance for the vegetable kingdom and the perfect 
occasion for celebrating this abundance for the wholefood cook.”

This summer, Jean Torné will lead a six-day cooking programme at Concord In-
stitute, focusing on preparing simple and delicious summer meals using the best 
ingredients available.

Here Jean offers some recipes to give a flavour of the season.

Sautéed Asparagus with Ginger

Asparagus is in season for a few more weeks, so we 
can make the most of it.

11
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Ingredients

• 2 heads of broccoli
• 250g wholewheat pasta or another wheat 

free pasta, like corn, or spelt. Macaroni type, 
preferably

• olive oil
• 300g of whole wheat flour
• rosemary
• sea salt
• pepper
• parmesan or pecorino

Preparation

Broccoli:
Separate two heads of broccoli into small florets, 
reserve the stems if tender for another use and 
blanch the florets in salty water for a few min-
utes, drain and cool immediately. Reserve half of 
the cooking water for the pasta.

Pasta:
Heat some olive oil in a medium pan and stir in 
the pasta, stirring to coat well with oil. Add the 
broccoli water (about 250ml) and cook until al-
most all the liquid is absorbed. Add a further 
250ml of water and cook till the pasta is al dente, 
adding more water if necessary. Reserve.

While the pasta is cooking heat some tofu sauce 
(see above) and prepare a sealing pastry with 
300g of whole wheat flour, some rosemary, and 
100ml cold water.

In four small oven dishes or one oven dish, coated 
with olive oil, distribute in layers the sauce, the 
pasta, and the broccoli florets. Add pepper. Add 
some good parmesan or pecorino (made from 
sheep’s milk) if you wish.

Flatten the sealing pastry into the oven dish 
shape and seal each dish. Brush with an egg yolk. 

Bake for 10 minutes and when serving lightly 
shake each dish to redistribute the sauce inside.

Ingredients

• 250g tofu, well pressed
• 2 cloves of garlic
• 1 onion, finely diced
• olive oil
• sea salt
• tomato concentrate
• 150 ml red wine or vegetable stock
• oregano

Tofu sauce for pasta

Preparation

Crumble the tofu and sauté well in olive oil with 
the chopped garlic cloves, the finely diced onion, 
some salt and 4 tablespoons of tomato concen-
trate. Work over a medium flame to avoid burn-
ing but cook well to allow it crisping.
Add the red wine or vegetable stock and some 
oregano.
Cook for 10 minutes, to the right consistency. 

Pasta Casserole

This is a good comforting, no fuss dish; just food.

12
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Culinary Arts at Concord
In March 2015, Melanie Waxman led “Spring into Spring” a week-long cooking pro-
gramme focusing on the new energy of the grains, fruits, and vegetables of spring.

Photographs by Greg Davies reflect the experience of some participants, alongside 
images by Melanie Waxman and Tim Crowther of some of the beautiful meals 
produced during the programme, giving you a wonderful flavour of what it is like 
cooking in the Concord kitchen.

14
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crisp and clear as full moonlight
on pristine snow
unfurling to blend with the magical realm
navigating this landscape of possibilities
luxuriating in all its newness, taking heed and
treading with awareness,
mindful of the many landmines
scattered by a ruthless mechanism, intended
to keep me fearful, limbless and pathetic
those upon the surface appear easier to negotiate
others buried deep for decades require a deft and delicate deactivation

Landscape of Possibilities
by Annie Woolf
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BY ANNA HALSALL,
MARTIN LUMSDEN,
STEPHEN HOPPER,
NICHOLAS ALLAN,
TIM CROWTHER &
DEBORAH MURPHY

i Evolve
the community takes a stand

The iEvolve programme is the gateway to transformational work at the Concord Institute. It is the 
programme through which individuals can become present to the patterns that run us, to “what is 
so”, and to the magical possibility each one of us represents. And yet, despite the benefits it offers, in 
recent times the numbers of people participating in iEvolve have been dwindling.

In response, on 16 May 2015, 32 participants from the Concord community came together to look at 
where we stand in relation to iEvolve. The day represented the community coming together to take 
responsibility for iEvolve, and to take a Stand for the programme, whatever that may mean in terms 
of our own actions. Here, community members and trustees share their experience of the day and 
the intention.

During the day we looked at where we stand in relation to iEvolve both personally, and collectively. 
There was no question of the extraordinary opportunity iEvolve represents; the transformational 
possibility life makes available. Getting present to the magical possibility of the iEvolve programme 
brings with it a joy, and excitement; the opportunity to speak it into existence and co-create. The 
realisation that there is no daunting task to undertake, just an authentic possibility to live and to 
speak.

We spoke about what is in the way of sharing it, and were able to speak honestly and frankly about 
what shows up in us and who we are being. Having cleared such a space, we were able to declare a 
stand, together, to each represent one of the 32 people who will sit in those chairs at the start of the 
next iEvolve programme. This felt like a clear and powerful intention. We were reminded that there 
is nothing “to do”, only “to be”: authentic in our own being and in our speaking of this work.

Anna Halsall

20
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this would emerge. Each individual declared them-
selves a stand for a participant in the forthcoming 
July iEvolve. Community became present.

Nicholas Allan

There is a bigger picture to what we do at Concord 
Institute. Why I turned up for the day is because 
we have an alternative to offer to the mayhem and 
madness you see reported every time you open a 
newspaper. As a species we have operated out of 
like and dislike, driven by our minds and uncon-
scious behaviour patterns for thousands of years 
and the pile of dead bodies resulting from our vio-
lent actions must be many miles high. It’s time for 
something else to emerge. iEvolve is an invitation 
to a new way of being for human being. Everyone 
who has taken part in it over the past nineteen years 
has contributed to my wellbeing and my feeling at 
home in life. I want to pay it forward and pass on to 
others the possibility that iEvolve generates.

Tim Crowther

It was really heartening to see 32 people sitting in 
their seats at the most recent community day, com-
ing together to create a conversation that would see 
how we could create the intention to transform our 
iEvolve programme into a healthy event, given our 
recent cancellation of the May programme and all 
the implications for our existence. I was fascinated 
to see how using the tools, structures, and distinc-
tions of transformation we came together energeti-
cally to clear the space, say what was so, see our 
patterns, see what was in the way, and ultimately 
see at the end of the day how if we don’t speak this 
body of work it doesn’t exist. The declaration of the 
intent that we represent the 32 people that will sit 
on their seats at our July iEvolve was made and a 
freedom in the “there’s nothing to do” but “every-
thing to be”. That’s the hardest bit always...

I am delighted at the magic of our work, forever 
grateful for its heart and love and for the stand 
made for people’s lives and the possibility that they 
can be. Thank you to the community in us.

Deborah Murphy

The recent community day felt important as a 
response to the cancellation of the May iEvolve 
programme; as an opportunity for those attend-
ing to get present to what it means to be a stand 
for the iEvolve programme. Hearing the honest 
and passionate contributions in the meeting re-
minded me that sharing my honest and passion-
ate expression of my own experience with others 
is all that is asked. We were invited to declare our-
selves as an uncompromising stand for 32 par-
ticipants in the next iEvolve and in that moment 
we knew we could make it so. Our challenge is 
to recall that intention and keep it alive moment 
by moment so we can fulfil the promise that we 
made.

Martin Lumsden

Before we started the day I walked in and saw 
the room set up with 32 empty seats. I was struck 
with such a strong sense of possibility. I found 
myself thinking “this is what we’re doing here, 
what the work we do here is all about...creating ‘a 
space’ where new possibility can show up, like a 
blank canvas”.

Stephen Hopper 

“What can I do to get someone for iEvolve? I’ve 
no time to and I don’t know anyone.” That is my 
monologue around iEvolve and it became appar-
ent it has nothing to do with being present to the 
extraordinary gift that emerges from a group of 
32 individuals willing to participate in the pro-
gramme and move through some muddy patches 
to a place of being and wholeness. With Sheila 
Parmar’s committed facilitation alongside, we lit-
erally stepped into a place where we could “feel” 
the opportunity that iEvolve offers each of us 
every time we are willing to speak it alive, with 
heart.

The transition from a group of individuals with 
all of our separate viewpoints, to a dynamic lis-
tening for the extraordinary possibility of this 
body of transformational work is what became 
available. And there were clearly no guarantees 

21
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Given my training as a General Practitioner 
it might strike some as a bit odd that I have 
taken a programme on oriental medicine. 

And not just once, but twice.  Which would suggest 
something a little more than a momentary lapse 
on my part, and that perhaps there is more to 
the oriental practice of healing than western 
medicine realises.

It is probably fair to say that western medicine 
can sometimes be accused of not providing the 
holistic care which lies at the heart of the healing 
process. I have seen in my daily practice how an 
over emphasis on a mechanistic, “biomechanical” 
view of the body and health can impede healing.

Don’t get me wrong, I have huge respect for 
the medical tradition in which I have trained. 
Through my career I have been fortunate 
enough to work with some outstanding doctors. 
I have witnessed medicine at its best, practiced 
holistically, using the extraordinary technologies 
we frequently take for granted. I think what I 
have seen of oriental medicine, however, suggests 
that a holistic approach is so fundamental to 
its practice. It was a real pleasure to be able to 
immerse myself in this for an entire weekend.

One of the great things about Basic Alchemy, 
which is led by the vastly experienced oriental 
healer Michael Rossoff, is that on one level a 
huge amount of academic ground is covered in 
an easily digestible way. This includes a review 
of the concepts behind and the historical context 

of oriental medicine as well as the specifics of 
Five Elements symptomology, pressure points, 
energy meridians, and much more. At the same 
time more specific individual questions from 
participants are addressed, meaning that not 
only did we leave as more educated beings but 
that we also had practical tools to better take care 
of ourselves and others in our lives. And the food 
was delicious too!

On reflection, the first time I did this programme 
two years ago it was mostly out of curiosity. This 
time around I knew I was looking for something 
more. I really wanted to see what more I could 
bring to my practice, both as a medical doctor 
but also my own daily practice of caring for my 
health. I think what this programme revealed to 
me, supported by the other work I have done at 
Concord, is that my commitment as a doctor and 
my commitment to maintaining robust health 
and wellbeing are one and the same. One feeds 
and supports the other.

On a very practical level I also have a few extra 
weapons in my arsenal for dealing with coughs, 
colds, sore throats, belly aches, and other such GP 
staples. Having new things to say to patients about 
such matters really is rather useful. And since, if 
certain politicians have their way, it would seem 
that I will be working for at least another 30 to 35 
years, possibly seven days a week, I can use all the 
help I can get. How much more interesting to be 
able say “I think your liver meridian is blocked, 
have some miso soup” than “It’s a virus, have a 
paracetamol”.

REVIEWED BY DANIEL SHERLOCK

Basic Alchemy
Spring 2015
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The Beast brought the Man here
The Beast was willing, the Man was not
Listen to me said the Beast
Maybe you know the least
About when and how much to eat
And about me, the Beast
Living in the past is no place to dwell
Living in the future is easy as well
STOP
Look
Listen
Breathe
Feel and 
Taste
Be here now, don’t disappear in haste
With no hesitation
The price we pay is separation
Now is where it’s at, the core
Instead of Man and Beast we can be Centaur.

Man and Beast
by Andrew Capel
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REVIEWED BY LIAM ALEX HEFFRON

Pretending to be me
JumpStart, Summer 2014
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It was late night. We were spent. It had been 
a long three days with no coffee, alcohol, or 
nicotine and eating meals that even the Elves 

of Rivendell would think pushed healthy eating 
too far. The initial giddy and nervous excitement 
of promised enlightenment in a Kent country 
house, had given way to hollow tiredness. The 
week of JumpStart couldn’t come to an end quick 
enough and nerves were frayed. The evening class 
of Bodywork had claimed some teary casualties 
but most had got to the end of our stretches 
and were longingly eyeing the exit door to sleep 
beyond. But a firm hand on my shoulder stopped 
me. My fellow grumblers left and in that gloom, 
Sheila Parmar, the coordinator of the week asked 
me the simple question: “It must be desperately 
tiring for you Liam, trying so hard, in pretending 
to be you?” and I broke. Down. I gave it up. I no 
longer could keep up the act.

My thoughts have slipped now, like trying to 
hold the remnants of a vivid dream in the rays 
of a morning-curtained sun. But that is how I 
recollected the words that forced me to open and 
allow me to accept without judgment. The week 
wasn’t the same after - as we all, to a lesser or 
greater degree, found our own space.

JumpStart is a week long programme provided 
by Concord Institute, one of many that they do, 
offering educational programmes and services 
that enable people to become more self-reliant 
in terms of assuming greater responsibility for 
their health and well-being. From cooking in a 
way more resonant with nature and our bodies, 
to bodywork sessions of meditation, stretches, 
and postures and philosophical explorations with 
poetry, music and deep metaphysical enquiry, 
this is a full week.

But that is only the husk, I actually cannot 
properly explain the enlightened moments that 
happen in between as we get to see ourselves as 

we really are. To see ourselves as characters in 
our own stories, desperately trying to survive 
with in a world largely of our own construct.

Here I had one of those defining moments of my 
life where I suddenly saw who I was: a terrified 
boy trapped in an adult’s body but still trying to 
protect himself by pleasing people with flattery 
or humour. A boy afraid of the world finding out 
how scared and unworthy he really was. The more 
he searched to “know himself” and “be grounded” 
like all those friends he admired, the further away 
he was from the goal. Sheila was right of course; 
I was so soulfully tired of it all. Checking in with 
every scowl or tossed words to see if the person 
I cared about still cared. Adjusting my behaviour 
to suit. Dancing on eggshells and being all things 
to all people and losing any sense of who I really 
was. Mind you, Sheila did say that at times we are 
all entertained by this interloper so he did have a 
great deflecting wit. But at what cost to himself?

I came away from JumpStart with new friends - 
friends as only can be forged in such an intense 
week of soldiering at a battlefront. We may never 
see each other again but we have surely that 
shared enlightening that connects us all forever. 
But enlightenment, if it is that, is a fragile vision 
which ebbs and flows in the days ahead. It is a flash 
of revelation that is soon lost when the conscious 
practical mind tries to understand it, as we would 
try to understand a Van Gogh painting - rather 
than just experience it. I personally came away 
with a new sense of who I am - knowing to see 
myself as being that character in my own story 
of life. I have learned it is enough to simply be 
and see, to see that boy instinctively react when 
threatened with disfavour or when someone 
comes too close to his heart. See and be with 
that boy, as that is enough to change everything. 
Truly seeing ourselves without judgment allows 
us to see others then too.
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RIVER FLOW
Poetry in light, movement & stillness
PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEPHEN HOPPER
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I am standing in an ancient field; tall grass surrounds 
me on all sides. The sun is setting on the horizon. Amidst 
the foliage of the trees, I distinguish several large, ten-
metre high standing stones. I walk towards them; they 
are part of a larger square formation. I enter the square 
of stones; I notice one of them looks like a face looking 
up to the sky. I walk closer; I close my eyes, breathe, and 
enter the field of the stones. A feeling of deep affection 
fills my heart. I have the sensation of being surrounded 
by something far vaster than myself, as if infinity itself 
is wrapping me in its embrace. For a long moment I 
feel one with the stones, and my consciousness travels 
towards the never-ending sky. I open my eyes; it’s dark 
and the stones are lit by the light of the full moon… This 
is one of my experiences at Carnac…

For ancient people such as the Toltecs or 
the Celts, the universe was a living being. 
Aligning with its cycles was a way of life. On 

the shores of the Atlantic Ocean in Brittany, the 
ancient pre-Celtic site of Carnac stands as a place 
of mystery and wonder where, seven thousand 
years ago, ancients placed huge megalithic 

boulders in circular, square, row- and house-
like formations, to mark the movements of sun, 
moon, planets, stars and the many cycles of time. 
For millennia, people made the pilgrimage to 
Carnac at specific times of year, as we will in July.

July 2nd 2015 is the moment when the Summer 
Solstice Full Moon will be the closest mid-year 
full moon within a period of 18.6 years. This event 
was of great importance for the builders of the 
megalithic structures who aligned some of their 
monuments with this cycle. We will have a unique 
opportunity to observe the rise of this full moon 
between large standing stones, on the nights of 
July 2nd and 3rd as ancient people in Carnac used 
to do.

With quiet minds, and open spirits, we can 
share in their connection between earth and the 
heavens, and connect with that silent wisdom 
that seems to emanate from the stones, and the 
wonder inside of ourselves. 

BY GUILHEM MORERA

Toltec Shamanism meets 
Pre-Celtic Tradition

Carlos Castaneda’s Tensegrity® in Carnac
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Carlos Castaneda’s modern adaptation of Toltec 
shamanism, named Tensegrity®, will facilitate 
such an entry.

Carlos Castaneda met don Juan Matus, a Yaqui 
Indian seer and heir to a lineage of seers which 
originated in Mexico some ten thousand years 
ago, and was linked at one time with an early 
culture of artists, architects, scholars and seers 
known as Toltecs. Don Juan introduced Carlos 
Castaneda to a way of being in which the stars, 
earth, rocks, plants, and animals are sentient, and 
human beings live in intimate interaction with 
those sentient worlds.

Carlos Castaneda and his colleagues Carol 
Tiggs, Taisha Abelar, and Florinda-Donner-Grau 
introduced Tensegrity®, the name they chose 
for the modern adaptation of the energizing 
and awakening bodily movements, self-review, 
dreaming and silence practices that don Juan had 
taught them. 

The word tensegrity was coined by architect, 
engineer and visionary R. Buckminster Fuller, 
who observed that it was the flexible, or tension 
members of structures in nature, from cells to 
solar systems, that give those structures their 
adaptable integrity. Tensegrity® is a process 
that brings physical, mental and emotional 
adaptability, which allows one to access and 
integrate with their deepest essence or soul—the 
energy body. 

On 3, 4, and 5 July 2015, there will be a Tensegrity® 
workshop entitled Dreaming Silent Language 
at Carnac, in Carnac France. We will practice 
Theater of Infinity®--theater that calls forth 
the awareness of the energy body. It is theater 
imbued with Tensegrity® movements—adapted 
from movements and positions discovered by 
ancient seers while they were in dreaming states. 
Practicing these dreamt movements awakens our 

awareness of how we dream our daily lives: How 
we stand, move, breathe—and correspondingly, 
how we think, feel, speak and interact with 
others, and how we use our vital energy. 

This kind of attention to our daily being awakens 
the silent knowledge we each carry within, 
and our ability to sense and communicate 
nonverbally. In the presence of the theater of 
the ancient stones of Carnac, we will reclaim this 
silent language of collaboration, and our ability to 
dream infinite ways to respond to the challenges 
and opportunities of daily life. 

This workshop will be guided by Renata Murez and 
Nyei Murez, Creative Co-Directors of Cleargreen, 
the company that promotes Tensegrity® and 
students of Carlos Castaneda, Florinda Donner-Grau, 
Taisha Abelar and Carol Tiggs, and by Associate 
Tensegrity® Instructors Alice Rulde, engaged in 
environmental studies at UCLA, and Guilhem Morera, 
author of “La Cartomancie des Anciens Mages” (“The 
Science of the Cards of the Ancient Magicians.”)

Howard Crowhurst, ‘keeper of the stones’ and noted 
author, historian and chronicler of the megaliths at 
Carnac for over thirty years, will be accompanying us 
in this workshop and guiding our visits to the site and 
tour (http://www.epistemea.fr/)
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I dare you to be still
So still that death’s timeless hand
Creeping into the marrow of ancient bones
Strips bare the last residues of being
The blood runs to rest within your veins
Snowy breath sparkling upon feathered silent lips
And in the haze of your speckled soul
Quivering, the heart acquiesces.
So be still
Let the dark lungs of eternity breathe you
Tasting everything
Until at the limit of their exhalation
Beyond the sinewy depths of the Universe
Undulating, crackling to a whisper
The cosmos empties.

Dark Lungs
by Daniel Sherlock
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programmes

Summer Cooking with Jean Torné 
Come and celebrate the abundance of summer foods

CONCORD INSTITUTE, LONDON
Sunday July 5 (from 10am to 7pm)

Monday July 6 (from 7pm to 10:30pm)
Tuesday July 7 (from 7pm to 10:30pm)

Thurssday July 9 (from 7pm to 10:30pm)
Friday July 10 (from 7pm to 10:30pm)
Saturday July 11 (from 10am to 7pm) 

Cyclicity 10 -  Polishing Our Links -  Father
Discover, acknowledge and honour your Father as a human being and as a link back to your source

CONCORD INSTITUTE, LONDON
Wednesday July 15 (from 7pm to 9pm)

Saturday July 18 (from 11am to 1pm & 2:30pm to 4:30pm)
Wednesday July 22 (from 7pm to 9pm)

i  Evolve 
Our heart-opening gateway programme into the transformational work of Concord Institute.

We invite you to give away the gifting of your life to family, friends and colleagues.
CONCORD INSTITUTE, LONDON

July 24, 25, 26 (from 9am to approximately 11pm)
and the evening of July 29 (from 7pm to 11pm)

FOR MORE INFORMATION JUST CLICK ON ANY PROGRAMME TITLE TO GO TO THE RELEVANT PAGE ON OUR WEBSITE

http://www.concordinstitute.com/summer-cooking-intensive-classes/
http://www.concordinstitute.com/tensegrity-cyclicity-10-polishing-our-links-part-2-father/
http://www.concordinstitute.com/ievolve/
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JumpStart
Break free from unrewarding and unhealthy patterns

in the areas of nutrition, bodywork, and self-expression
in this magical residential programme at
OXON HOATH, HADLOW, KENT

August 24 to 30

The Foundation Course 
Build a foundation for the opening created in iEvolve in this comprehensive programme of

four weekends and ten weekday evenings of cooking, bodywork and dialogue plus stimulating homework
CONCORD INSTITUTE, LONDON

Starts on Saturday September 12
Completes on Sunday November 15

Mastery of  Wholefood and Macrobiotic 
Cooking

A professional in-depth training course to promote expertise and mastery in wholefood and macrobiotic cooking
under the tutelage of world-renowned master chef Jean Torné. The course will run over one year in four modules.

CONCORD INSTITUTE, LONDON
Autumn Module Starts on Friday October 16

and completes on Tuesday December 22
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Concord Institute 
Unit 2, 2-4 Thane Works 

London N7 7NU
Tel: 020 7607 1140 

email: evolve@concordinstitute.com 
www.concordinstitute.com

http://www.concordinstitute.com/jumpstart/
http://www.concordinstitute.com/the-foundation-course/
http://www.concordinstitute.com/mastery-of-cooking-programme/
http://www.concordinstitute.com/mastery-of-cooking-programme/
www.concordinstitute.com
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EDITOR: 
ANNA HALSALL

LAYOUT:
TIM CROWTHER
STEPHEN HOPPER

Thank you to everyone who 
has so generously contributed
to this issue

Concord Institute 
Unit 2, 2-4 Thane Works 
London N7 7NU

Tel: 020 7607 1140 
email: evolve@concordinstitute.com 
www.concordinstitute.com

www.concordinstitute.com
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Concord Institute 
Unit 2, 2-4 Thane Works 
London N7 7NU

Tel: 020 7607 1140 
email: evolve@concordinstitute.com 
www.concordinstitute.com
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